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Paul Coates
Chris Marker and the Cinema as Time Machine
1. Time Travel at the fin de siecle. The emergenceof time travel as a
literary theme at the end of the 19th century is a phenomenon one may suspect to be linked to the simultaneous emergence of cinema, with its capacity to manipulate the illusion of time. It also appears connected with two
other phenomena: the growing acceptance of the idea of evolution and the
rapid expansion in knowledge of the sheer size of the universe. In the work
of H.G. Wells, who deemed evolutionary theory the formnativeinfluence upon
his world-view, the motif of time travel intertwines with that of utopia: time
travel is fuelled by a hope that it will enable one to miss out a stage or two of
the evolutionary process and take a short-cut into the future. Wells was to
propose in A Modern Utopia the idea of a kinetic, ratherthan a static, utopia.
The acceptance of evolutionary theory in Wells's culture finally exploded the
notion of the 6,000-year universe, transformingtime into a vast field to be
mapped and colonized, creating-in a sense-a domain for colonial enterprise once all the available space in the world had been taken up. The
spreading knowledge of the extent of the universe, in its turn, rendered it
apparent that a great deal of time is required to cross it. To move with reasonable speed from one world to another (eliminating the dead time of the
black intervening space, as in the shots, which never last very long, of
spaceships moving between planets in SF films while the space travellers
often sleep out the time between solar systems-thereby justifying the
text's omission of this time too) is in essence to travel through time, traversing light-years of distance.
The notion of the possibility of time travel begins to be formulated as
the development of the cultures of this world becomes increasingly uneven.
Although the late 19th century experiences the cementing of the unity of the
world economy, it is in fact a period of continental drift in the technological
sphere: cultures drift apart, as some become "advanced" and hence qualified for the role of "master"and "Superman"-whilst others become "backward" and so are slated for servitude. Travel in time is in a sense travel
between the unevenly developed countries of this world mapped onto the
space of the universe. Hence in the film The Day the Earth Stood Still ( 195 1),
the other civilization drawn to Earth by the fear that the world's inhabitants
may abuse the rudimentaryform of nuclear power they have just discovered
is defined as more "advanced"than ours. Here we see one of the consolatory
functions of time travel in SF at work: it domesticates a feared future, dispelling our terror at the possible consequences of technological change by
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demonstrating that its denizens (the visiting aliens) either look just like
ourselves or-if not-feel as we do. This is the rational and rationalizing
version. We see the future and-yes, it works. The horror future-fiction
film, by way of contrast (as practiced, for instance, by David Cronenberg),
exploits our deep-seated dread that the time that has witnessed so many
profound evolutionary changes may conclude by generating another species
out of humankind-Foucault's "death of man" with a vengeance. It was
this fear, of course, that prompted Butler's Erewhonians to destroy all their
machines.
The idea of time travel in the fin de siecle period is not restricted to
SF, however. It is the motive force of Proust's mammoth work, whilst the
resemblances between The Time Machine and Heart of Darkness are less
the fruit of the acquaintanceship of their authors than of the murmurings of
the ideology of the era, for which "the fourth dimension" had assumed the
status of a cliche. The structureof Conrad's work replicates that of Wells's,
and shows the difficulty of disentangling "high" and "low" culture during
this period: both show a journey into another culture that is also another
time. Kurtz has revealed to Marlow the possibility of regression from "civilization" to "savagery"-i.e., of the movement in time from a "higher"
stage of evolution to a "lower" one. The other country stands for another
time-again the theme of uneven development.
It is Wells's awareness of the human cost of innovation that gives his
work its power. The Time Traveller mounts his machine for the first time in
the mood of a suicide readying himself for his demise. The subsequent
description of the actual process of movement through time-the nausea,
the cinematic time-lapse effects, as day and night blur into greyness-is
one of the most remarkable passages in this remarkable story. With all the
aplomb of the realist novelist, Wells scrupulously considers the obstacles
the Time Traveller will have to surmount. How, for instance, is he to pass
through the different solid objects that will arise upon the space he now
occupies but cannot reserve for himself at a future time? Time travel itself
becomes a form of Russian roulette; to halt may be to encounter the object
that will annihilate one. A Bergsonian might applaud Wells's solution-the
thinning out of matter at high speed, he says, renders the Time Traveller
invisible and invulnerable-whilst decrying as a petrification of the movement of time his readiness to drop his traveller off in the future and stage a
drama there. One has to admit the extreme fortune of the Time Traveller in
landing in a conveniently empty space. So long as he moves, however, he
can slip through matter with the ease of a ghost (ghosts being, after all, the
prototypical time travellers): he is himself the laser-beam of time. Hence
Wells's Time Traveller and his Invisible Man are related figures: for as
long as he travels, the Time Traveller is the invisible man (for we cannot
see time). Is it coincidental that Wells presents the image-movement (to use
Deleuze's term) of time travel as that of a man dissolving against the solid
background of the present during an era in which cinema, with its capacity
to superimpose and dissolve forms, was coming into being?
The Time Traveller and the Invisible Man are intimate relations, for
their attributesare those of the viewer of a film. The great Polish film theorist
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of the inter-warperiod,KarolIrzykowski,wroteof an innatehumandesireto
view events in abstractionfrom the momentof their first experience,and
appliedthis ideato cinema.Thusthe viewingof an eventin a cinematicauditorium,whose darknessrendersone an invisibleman,becomesa species of
time travel.(Obviouslyso, for the events appearingon the screen are not
occurringat presentbut have long been "in the can.")Leaps backwardor
forwardin time involve a syncopationof historythatclosely resemblesthe
mechanismof cinematiccutting:the interveningevents are editedout. The
events left out by time travel-as one fast-forwardsthe film of actualityon
the editingtableof history-blur into invisibilityandend up, as it were, on
the cuttingroom floor. This invisibilityis of course a fin de siecle theme
andeven episteme.It is in partthe consequenceof the convergenceof multiple formsof alienation;the artistbeginsto feel invisibleto his or her audience, as the sharedconventionslinkingher or him to a publicof peers are
broken down by the growth and unpredictability of the new mass
audience-the fruitof the spreadof literacyandthe masscirculationnewspapers. Invisibility,however,is not simply a sign of alienation;it also has a
utopianmeaning.Hereit is relatedto the idea of time travelas metamorphosis: a travellingbackwardsdown the evolutionaryscale towardsthe blessed
irresponsibility
of the animals.Orof children,who shouldbe seen ratherthan
heard-but preferablynot even seen. The look of the moviegoer-as Walker Percynotes in his book of thattitle-is like thatof "a boy who has come
into this place withhis fatheror brotherandso is given leave to see without
being seen."This boy is the child takenout on Sundayto watchthe planes
from the observationplatformin ChrisMarker'sLa Jete'e:a boy who will
emerge from his invisibilitythroughthe identificationwith the on-screen
figure, who is always seen; a boy who will thus come in the end to share
the exemplarydeathof thatseen figure.
2. The Haunting of Time: La Jetee. The more time passes, the moreLa
Jete'e(1962) grows in stature,acquiringa resonanceits mere 29 minutes
would hardlylead one to expect. It is worththe revisitingthat gives it its
theme and structure,as it evokes a world in which everything(including
one's own death)has alwaysalreadyhappened.Here,as in Proust,the preconditionof timetravelis revealedto be the end of time (thesenseof thefin
de si'cle): the protagonisthas pre-experienced
his own death;or, rather,the
entirefilm can be seen as the unfoldingof the contentsof the momentof
death,in which memoryrangesthroughtime in searchof a way out of the
presentmomentof imminentdemise,only to return-having failed-to that
deferredmoment(justas the whole of Cocteau'sLe sang d'unpoete [1930]
occurswhilstthe chimneyfalls).The centralfigureis a revenant,a discarnate
spiritmovingtowardsthe embodimentof his own past.He has been pursued
by a vision of the enigmatic face of a woman and the image of a man
fallingnearby,at Orlyairport.Only at the end of the film, whichis also the
end of his life, does he discover this primalscene to be that of his own
death,thathe is the manfalling.
La Jet6e beginswiththe worlddevastatedby WorldWarIII.An oracular,poetic voice-overthatderivesfromCocteau(as does some of the film's
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imagery-for instance,the defacedheads of the classical statues)recounts
events. And so seldomis this greatfilm shown-its brevityand its unusual
aestheticstrategiesprovidingthe distributionnetworkswith an alibi for its
scandalousmarginalization-thatit may be helpfulto begin by summarizing these events.
AfterWorldWarIII,the radioactivityon Earth'ssurfaceis so intense
that the survivorshave had to retreatunderground.Markersardonically
notes the fruits of victory:"the victors mountedguardover an empireof
rats."The survivorsfall into two groups:experimentersandexperimentees.
The first experimentsprove unsuccessful;their subjectseither die or go
mad.Theirpurposewill laterbe explainedto the protagonistby the director
of the camp, who is not the expectedmad scientistbut a man who gently
explainsthathumanityhas been cut off fromspaceandits only hope of survival lies in time (the new domainof the colonialenterprise):if a hole can
be found in time, then the present will be able to import the necessary
resourcesfrom the past and future.The death of space in the presentis
reflectedin the way Markerbuildsup his film (or "photoroman,"
to use his
own term):by a successionof still photographs.
Followingthe initialdisappointmentswith randomlychosen subjects,
the experimentersconcentrateupon subjectscapableof conceiving strong
mental images. "The camp police spied even on dreams,"Markernotes:
they select the namelessprotagonistas their subjectbecauseof his obsession with a childhoodimage. It is their manipulationthat ferrieshim into
the past;since they use injections,it is almostas if Markeris implyingthat
the artificialheighteningof the senses by cinema is also a drug, against
whose effects he practicestherapeuticsensorydeprivation,reducingfilm to
its originin a seriesof stills in black-and-white.
On the tenth day of the experiment,images begin to materialize:"a
bedroomin peacetime-a real bedroom,"for example.The insistenceon
the reality of these things paradoxicallydraws attentionto their status as
images. The namelesssubject-his namelessnessa metaphorfor the damage consciousnesshas suffered,but also a means of easing our identification with him, since we too are viewersof images-may see "ahappyface"
fromthe past,butit is always"different":
no longerreality,only an image;no
longerpresent,but framedas past. Otherimagesappearand minglein what
Markerterms"themuseumthatis perhapshis memory,"anticipatingthe later
appearanceof the museum as the scene of the last meeting between the
protagonistand the image of the girl he pursuesinto the past. It is as if the
museumis simplya materialization
of his dreams.
Finally,on day 30, he encountersthe girl. The separationof the sexes
thatcould well have been the motive force of the destructionof this world
(one sees no women in the undergroundrealm)is briefly abolished.He is
surethathe recognizesher;it is indeedthe only thingthathe is certainof in
a worldwhose physicalrichnessdisorientshim. She greetshim withoutsurprise: reality is always already-known.They come to inhabitan absolute
present,"withoutmemoriesor projects.""Laterthey are in a garden-he
remembersthereonce were gardens."Again, it is as if they have materialized out of his memory-rather as whole worlds dependon the observer
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(esse est percipi) in the fiction of Borges. As he watches her face asleep in
the sun, he fears that in the course of the time it has taken him to returnto her
world she may have died. The imperative to annihilatetime thus becomes all
the more pressing. On about the 50th day they meet in a museum, a place of
"eternal creatures."
When he next comes to consciousness in the laboratory, the man is
told that he will now be despatched into the future. In his excitement, he
fails at first to realize that this means the meeting in the museum has been
the final one. "But the future was better protected than the past." He enters
it wearing dark glasses, as blind to the future as Oedipus. When he breaks
through at last he encounters "a transformed planet," its "ten thousand
incomprehensible avenues" embodied in a close-up of the grain of a piece
of wood. The people of the future have a dark spot on their foreheads in the
position where mystics locate the third eye, an enigmatic echo of the
protagonist's dark glasses. At first they reject him as a vestige of the past;
they then give him a power supply sufficient to restartthe world's industry.
As "the doors of the future close," the man realizes that the completion
of his task has rendered him expendable. Fearing liquidation by the experimenters, he responds to a message from the denizens of the future;declining
their offer to take him into their society, he asks them to send him back into
the past. He does not yet know that in doing so he has chosen death. He
arrives on the jetty of Orly airport. As he runs across it, he senses that the
child he once was-and with whom the film has begun-must be out there
somewhere, watching the planes. Death manifests itself-as so often-as
the double, as the self occupies two places and times simultaneously. As he
runs towards the woman whose image has obsessed him, he sees a man from
the undergroundcamp (wearing the glasses that recur in so many forms in
this film, signs of the damage to sight-and cinema-that has reduced
everything to stills) and recognizes that "one cannot escape time": he himself was the man he saw fall dead on the jetty as a child.
As the sound of jets rises, echoing the beginning, the film comes full
circle, to then continue circling endlessly in the minds of the spectator and
of the child the man once was, who is still looking towards a future that has
now closed, and of the man himself, always heading towards this future
past. At the start of the film, the protagonist had wondered whether he had
really seen the image that so obsessed him or had only invented it "to shield
himself from the madness to come." The image itself, however, proves to
be the madness, and his entry into it the self-splitting of death. It has left
him trapped in the labyrinth of time.
At one point the girl whom the time travellervisits in the past terms him
"mon spectre"'("my ghost"): like a phantom, he comes from a nameless, distant land. Strictly speaking, he is both a medium (used to gain access to past
and future) and a ghost (he haunts-and is haunted by-the scene of his
future death; like all of us, he is so habituated to living life in a linear fashion that he can make no sense of the vouchsafed glimpse of the future,
which has the opacity of the flash-forward in so many films, of the unheeded prophesies of Cassandra). His insubstantiality is that of a ghost (as Wells
has shown, time travel calls for dematerialization-a sign perhaps that it is
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only the mindthattrulytravels).It is quitedeliberatelythatI termthe film's
protagonista medium:La Jetee reestablishesthe links betweenSF and the
supernaturalism
SF writersso oftendeny,desirousas they areof colonizing
anddomesticatingthe unknown.
The themeof time travelcorrespondsto the notionof parallelworlds
generatedby the spiritualismof the late 19thcentury.In ElizabethPhelps's
enormouslyinfluentialTheGatesAjar(1868),for instance,the temporalityof
the spiritworld runs parallelto that of our own; the absenceof the dead
becamea formof presence.The notionof the parallelworldis cementedby
the emergenceof photography,whichsifts the detachedsurfaceof one time
intoanotherlike a cardreshuffledin a deck.Thusit is appropriate
thatMarker's film shouldbe an assemblageof photographs.
Criticswritingof La Jete'eoften begin by statingthat it is made up
entirelyof stills.This is almosttrue-for thereis one exceptionalmomentin
the film, to which I will returnlater.The use of still photographscreatesa
sense thatall thatremainsafterthe disasterof WorldWarIII are the fragmentsof a narrative.
The veryformof the film is the imprintof death-rather
as the still photographsat the end of AndrzejMunk'sThePassenger (1963)
standforthe director'spremature
deathandinabilityto completethe film.
In the midst of the sombresuccession of stills, however,the image
flickersinto life for a momentas the eyes of the girl in the past are seen to
blink.On occasionsMarkerhas variedthe rhythmof his film by dissolving
from still to still, ratherthan simplyjuxtaposingone baldly with another.
Here the dissolves accelerateinto normalmotion;it is like the mysterious
birthof time itself, andcan also be comparedwith Godard'swonderinguse
of stop-motiontechniquesat pointsin Sauvequipeut (1980). The acceleration indicatesthe presenceof fantasy,of film as animationof the inanimate.
As the girl's eyes flickerwhile she lies in bed (the eyes of the remembered
mother,at the child's eye level?), there is a sound as of the dawn chorus,
the soundof a world awakening.Then the momentis cut short.The girl's
eyes are, as it were, animatedby love, her love for the man/child,the love
thathas transportedhim into the past. For it is this sense of the possibility
of renewedmovement,of the flame of life being rekindledout of the universal ashes, thatdrawsthe protagonistbackwards.The regressivemagnet
can of coursealso be seen as Oedipal,the searchfor the lost love doubling
with the quest for the seductivemother,the unityof eros and thanatos;yet
this in no way diminishesits poignancy.
La Jet&etapsthe inherentpoignancyof the photograph,thatsign of an
absent presence, aligning stills in a series as if in the hope that a spark
might leap from one to the next and animateall the figures,therebycheating death;the occasionaldissolves are the momentsat which such a hope
flickersinto plausibility.The elegiac qualityof this film in black-and-white
may well owe somethingto the threatenedstatus of monochromeitself,
aboutto be generallydisplacedin Europeanfilmmakingwhen Markercomposed La Jetee. Whenthe protagonistand the girl in the past walk through
a naturalhistorymuseum,the use of stills generatesa piercingironythatis
also heart-breaking:
theremay once have existed a distinctionbetweenthe
skeletonsof the extinct animalsand the people standingbeside them, but
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death has rendered them all equally antediluvian: in a photograph (is it of
relevance that these are the photographs of a Frenchman?) they cease to be
"still life" and become "naturemorte."
Perhaps the most powerful image in La Jetee is the uncanny one of
the blindfolded protagonist, electrodes apparently attached to his eye-mask,
during the experiments that employ him to break out of the devastated
present. The image derives much of its resonance from the manner in which
this post-World War III experiment repeats the pattern of the ones conducted in the German concentration camps during World War II (a suggestion
reinforced by the German words whispered on the soundtrack). A paradox
of great power links the capacity to travel through time with impotence.
Time travel becomes an ironic reflection of Marker's own freedom, as he
sits at his editing table, to voyage across the surface of images whose originary moments he is not only unable ever to re-enter, but never even inhabited in the first place; for the process of filming them held him at one remove
from them. But it also provides an inkling of the utopian possibility of actually reimmersing oneself in the moment when the image was first etched on
the negative. The blindfolded time traveller may be likened to the implicit
viewer of Bufiuel's Chien Andalou (1928): to open one's eyes in the cinema
is to lose them in actuality. (Bufiuel will use the cutter's razor to open our
eyes so wide that their contents literally fall out.) When visiting the future,
the protagonist wears dark glasses. His damaged vision corresponds to the
way the film identifies time less with the visible world of the image-track
than with the audible one of the soundtrack:the images may be frozen, but
the words one hears are not; the images float upon the soundtrack like icefloes upon a river.
The time traveller is sent into the past in preparationfor his all-important voyage to solicit the technological aid of the future.He himself, however,
views the movement into the past as more important: when offered the
chance of permanentresidence in the future by its inhabitants,he asks to be
sent back in time instead-a request that clearly differentiates him from the
curious protagonist of most SF, and suggests that Marker would criticize
much SF as in thrall to a future-mindednesshe deems manipulative in the
experimenters.
One could argue that time travel into the past is a motif more emotionally charged than similar travel into the future, which involves a debilitatingly
arbitraryspeculative projection. Time travel backwards becomes a metaphor
for the regressive movement of imagination and desire, for the split-second
resurgence of the totality of one's life in the instantof one's death. Time travel here fuses with memory and becomes the herald of death. The life one can
traverse instantaneouslyhas already become its own ghost: it no longer offers
any of the material resistance of real experience. The circle closes as the past
reveals its identity (its simultaneity) with the future. The consequence is the
perennialrepetitionof death.
The time travel that had seemed to offer infinite possibilities is
transformed into fate, the dark fulfillment of the oracle of the opening
scene. As beginning and end interlock, the open linearity upon which timetravel feeds collapses into a circularity that is strangely satisfying, even as it
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entraps us. The satisfaction is of course the aesthetic one of circular form.
The trip around the curved universe returns one to base. The fact of imprisonment (the protagonist's-in the camp; our own-in the cinema) finally
seeps into the dream of escape, darkening it in the moment of waking. The
hope of self-transcendencethat fuels time travel crumbles into an illusion.
If Wells's Time Machine derives poignancy from its final reference to
the Time Traveller's failure to return,La Jetee does so from its presentation
of return as a tragic recognition of misrecognition. Only in the moment of
death does the protagonist know himself; only in the moment of its demise
does humanity achieve such self-knowledge. This self-knowledge entails
self-destruction, in part because the self one knows is no longer there, but
also because it involves the transformation of subject into object required
by the science whose consequences (nuclear devastation and experiments
on human beings on the one hand; self-transcendence on the other) are considered in the fictional form that is itself impregnated with science (its own
antibody, whose lack of empathy it heals with the antidote of identification,
whose trappings and air of precision it employs as cryptic coloration for
and counterweight to its own anthropomorphismand romanticism): in the
science fiction so profoundly and pregnantly embodied in La Jetee.
RESUME
Paul Coates.ChrisMarkeret le cinema, la machinea voyagerdans le temps.-A
la fin du siecle dernier, l'apparition du voyage dans le temps e'taitun theme
littehair-er-e'pandu
etfaisait par-tiede la quetede nouveauxespaces a coloniserune
fois que le colonialisme avait e'tendusa domination sur toute la planete. En
quelquesorte, le voyage dans le tempsest un voyage entre les pays ine'galement
de ce mondepr-ojete'
dans 1'univers.Wellset P-oust ont reve, bien que
de'veloppe`s
de manie-e diJfe-ente,de pene'treret de dresser la carte de "la quatriemedimension" (un cliche'de le'poque)et c'est lesprit du momentqui a conduitle cine'maa
effectuerle voyagedans le temps.Au cine'ma,I'hommeinvisiblede Wellss'allie a
son voyageua-du temps: le spectateu- se promene invisiblementd tr-aver-s
les
epoques.Ceci nousp-e'par-ea I'analysedufilm de ChrisMarker,La jetee,qui est
probablementla plus puissanteincarnationcine'matographique
du themedu voyage dans le temps.Les subtilite'sesthe'tiquesdufilm (par exemple,l'utilisationde
photographies)cree un "tempsapr4s le temps"dans un monde devaste`par un
conflit nucle'aire.II transformeausse le temps line'aireen temps circulaire; il
souligne les preoccupationsproustiennesde la memoireet de l'imagination,de
l'absence et de la presence. II infuse egalementa la science-fictionun sens du
tragique,une sophisticationphilosophiqueet memeun surnaturel quifait detfauta
la plupart des ceuvresdu genre. Dans ce film, considere comme l'un des plus
grandsfilms de la science-fiction,le vehiculetechniqueen devientegalementun
spir-ituel.(PC)

Abstract.-The emergenceof time travel as a widespreadliteraiy theme in the
fin-de-siecle
period was par-tof a sear-chfor new ar-easfor colonizationonce colonialismhad completedits dominationof all the wor-ld'sblankspaces. Timetravelis
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in a sense travelbetweenthe unevenlydevelopedcountriesof this worldprojected
onto the universe.As Wells and Proust dreamed-each in his differentway-of
enteringand mapping"thefourth dimension"(a period cliche), the Zeitgeistgeneratedcinemato effect this time travel.In the cinema,Wells's invisiblemanfuses
with his time traveller:the film viewer moves invisiblyacross the ages. All this
pr-epares
fo- an analysis of thefilm which is pe-haps the mostpoweiful cinematic
embodimentof the theme of time travel: Chris Marker's La Jetee.Thefilm's
aesthetic strategies (e.g., the use of stills) create a "time-after-time"
in a world
devastatedby a nuclearwar. It also t-anslateslinear into circulartime; revealsa
Proustianconcernwithmemoiyand imagination,absenceandpresence;and integratesa sense of tr-agedyinto SF, along withphilosophicalsophisticationand even
a supernaturalismoftendeniedmainstr-eam
SF wor-ks.In one of the greatestof all
SFfilms, the technologicalmediumbecomesa spir-itualist
one also. (PC)
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